AGENDA

A. Call to Order
   Moment of Silence
   Pledge of Allegiance
   Roll Call

B. Approval of Minutes

C. Announcements

D. Introduction of Ordinances

   **21-001:** AMEND THE FY2021 APPROVED OPERATING BUDGET: APPROPRIATE $90,290 IN FUNDING RECEIVED FROM THE NEW CASTLE COUNTY TECHNOLOGY FEE ACCOUNT WITHIN THE OFFICE OF THE RECORDER OF DEEDS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF LAND USE, GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT BUDGET LINE ITEM. Introduced by: Mr. Tackett, Ms. Kilpatrick

   **21-002:** TO PROVIDE FOR THE INSTALLATION OF GRANVILLE WITH RIBS LIGHTS IN THE BAKER FARM SUBDIVISION LOCATED IN ST GEORGES HUNDRED AND FOR A LIGHT TAX BASED ON THE COST OF STREET LIGHTS. Introduced by: Mr. Bell

   **21-003:** TO PROVIDE FOR THE INSTALLATION OF GRANVILLE WITH RIBS LIGHTS IN THE BOYD’S CORNER FARM SUBDIVISION LOCATED IN ST GEORGES HUNDRED AND FOR A LIGHT TAX BASED ON THE COST OF STREET LIGHTS. Introduced by: Mr. Bell

   **21-004:** AMEND THE GRANTS BUDGET: APPROPRIATE $38,848.79 IN EMERGENCY ILLEGAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT (EIDE) FUNDS FROM THE STATE OF DELAWARE, DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY AND HOMELAND SECURITY TO THE EIDE-FY2021 DRUG CONTROL OVERTIME GRANT, TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY. Introduced by: Mr. Bell, Mr. Street

   **21-005:** AMEND THE FY2021 APPROVED SEWER FUND OPERATING BUDGET: APPROPRIATE $700,000 OF SEWER RATE STABILIZATION RESERVE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS SEWER FUND CONTRACTUAL SERVICES BUDGET LINE ITEM TO FUND LEGAL FEES. Introduced by: Mr. Sheldon, Mr. Woods

E. Reports from Select and Special Committees
F. Consent Calendar

R21-001: HONORING THE LIFE OF LARRY W. DILLMORE, SR. AND EXPRESSING CONDOLENCES TO HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS. Introduced by: Mr. Bell, Ms. Hartley-Nagle, All of Council

R21-002: HONORING RICHARD C. CECIL ON HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE DELAWARE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES. Introduced by: Ms. Kilpatrick

NOTE: If an item on the Consent Calendar is objected to by a Council member, or a member of the public wishes to obtain additional information about the candidate or proposed legislation, or if a Councilmember intends to offer an amendment to a resolution, seek additional information, or state a conflict, it shall be removed from the Consent Calendar and voted upon separately.

G. Presentations

H. Consideration of Resolutions Removed from the Consent Calendar and Other Resolutions

R21-003: AMENDMENT TO EXISTING MAINTENANCE DECLARATION FOR ROCKWOOD PARCEL 1-B IN CONNECTION WITH THE RECORD MINOR LAND DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF ROCKWOOD PARCEL 1-B, APPLICATION NO. 2019-0348-S; NCAP ZONING; COUNCIL DISTRICT 12. Introduced by: Mr. Bell

- Supporting Documents: Land Use Memo

R21-004: APPROVING A CREDIT UNDER NEW CASTLE COUNTY CODE SEC. 14.03.003 OF COUNTY TAXES BILLED AND PAID IN ERROR BY 250 EXECUTIVE, LLC. Introduced by: Mr. Tackett, Mr. Smiley, Mr. Hollins

I. Consideration of Ordinances

º20-133: AMEND THE PAY PLAN AND RATES OF PAY FOR CLASSIFIED SERVICE EMERGENCY SERVICES EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE DELAWARE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES COUNCIL 81, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, AFFILIATE LOCAL 3911. Introduced by: Ms. Hartley-Nagle

º20-134: TO AMEND NEW CASTLE COUNTY CODE CHAPTER 2 (“ADMINISTRATION”), ARTICLE 5 (“DEPARTMENTS AND OFFICES”) TO CREATE THE AGRICULTURAL LAND PRESERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE, AND THE OPEN SPACE ADVISORY COMMITTEE. Introduced by: Ms. Kilpatrick, Mr. Sheldon

- Substitute No. 1 to º20-134
- Floor Amendment No. 1
- Floor Amendment No. 2
- Floor Amendment No. 3
- Floor Amendment No. 4
º20-088: REVISE ZONING MAP: BRANDYWINE HUNDRED, EAST SIDE OF THE INTERSECTION OF SOCIETY DRIVE AND NAAMANS ROAD; 727 NAAMANS ROAD, TAX PARCEL NO. 06-036.00-105, 0.63 ACRES FROM NC21 (NEIGHBORHOOD CONSERVATION) TO CN (COMMERCIAL NEIGHBORHOOD) (The Exploratory Plan and rezoning for 727 Naamans Road proposes to rezone 0.63 acres to CN to construct a 3,250 SF retail building. The property is owned by Tim and Loana Vo. 2019-0006- S/Z.) Introduced by: Mr. Cartier

• Supporting Documents: Department of Land Use and Planning Board Recommendation

º20-122: (STATUS: TABLED) AMEND THE FY2021 APPROVED OPERATING BUDGET: INCREASE THE AUTHORIZED POSITION COUNT FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY BY FIFTEEN POLICE OFFICER POSITIONS TO ACCOMMODATE THE UPCOMING 48TH NEW CASTLE COUNTY POLICE ACADEMY. Introduced by: Mr. Bell, Mr. Street

J. Time Sensitive Congratulatory/Honorary Resolutions

K. Introduction/Consideration of Emergency Ordinances

L. Public Comment/Other

M. Motion to Adjourn

AGENDA POSTED: January 5, 2021

*The agenda is posted (7) seven days in advance of the scheduled meeting in compliance with 29 Del. C. Section 10004(e)(2).

**In accordance with Governor Carney’s recently issued Proclamation, coupled with the Governor’s Declaration of a State of Emergency, New Castle County Council is holding this meeting as a telephone and video conference, utilizing zoom Webinar. The link to join the meeting via computer, smart device, or smart phone is: https://zoom.us/j/377322142 You may also call into the meeting (audio) using the following call in numbers: 1-312-626-6799 or +1-646-558-8656 or +1-346-248-7799 or +1-669-900-9128 or +1-253-215-8782 or +1-301-715-8592. Then enter the Webinar ID: 377 322 142. If you do not have a good connection with one, please try the others. Additional information regarding phone functionality during the meeting is available at: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/360029527911-Live-Training-Webinars

Meeting materials, including a meeting agenda, legislation to be addressed during the meeting, and other materials related to the meeting are electronically accessible at https://nccde.org/AgendaCenter/County-Council-1

Members of the public joining the meeting utilizing the link or the call-in number will be provided an opportunity to make comments in real time. A comment period will be administered by a moderator to ensure everyone has an opportunity to comment. You will not be able to speak until called upon by the moderator. There are functions in the program that allow you to do this. Please see the link in the previous paragraph.